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Abstract
In this paper we explore one-to-one embeddings of two-dimensional grids into their ideal
two-dimensional grids. The presented results are optimal or considerably close to the optimum.
For embedding grids into grids of smaller aspect ratio, we prove a new lower bound on the dila-
tion matching a known upper bound. The edge-congestion provided by our matrix-based construc-
tion diers from the here presented lower bound by at most one. For embedding
grids into grids of larger aspect ratio, we establish ve as an upper bound on the dilation and
four as an upper bound on the edge-congestion, which are improvements over previous results.
? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G = (V; E) and H = (V 0; E0) be nite graphs. An embedding (;R) of the
guest graph G into the host graph H is a function  :V ! V 0 together with a routing
scheme R which assigns to each edge e = fv1; v2g 2 E a path in H from (v1)
to (v2). If  is an injective function, we call the embedding one-to-one, otherwise
many-to-one. The edge-congestion of an edge e0 2 E0 is the number of paths in
fR(e) j e 2 Eg containing e0 as an edge. The edge-congestion of (;R) is the
maximum congestion of the edges of E0. The dilation of an edge e 2 E is the length
of the path R(e), the dilation of (;R) is the maximum length of the paths in
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fR(e) j e 2 Eg. The expansion of (;R) is dened as jV 0j=jV j. The two-dimensional
grid of height h and width w, denoted by h  w, is the graph (V; E) with node set
V = f(a; b) j 06a<h; 06b<wg and edge set E = ff(a; b); (a0; b0)g j (a; b); (a0; b0) 2
V; ja − a0j + jb − b0j = 1g. The aspect ratio of the h  w grid G is dened as the
quantity minfh; wg=maxfh; wg. By denition, this ratio is greater than zero and less
than or equal to one.
Among others, embedding a guest graph into a host graph is used to model area-
ecient graph layouts for VLSI [17] or to model the problem of processor allocation in
a distributed system [19]. In the latter case the most important cost-measures to rate the
quality of embeddings are the edge-congestion, i.e. the amount of possible contention in
the system for the same link, and the dilation, i.e., the distance between communicating
processes in the system. Several other applications, especially for embedding grids into
grids, are listed in [2,9,18].
In this paper we consider one-to-one embeddings of hw grids G=(V; E) into h0w0
grids H =(V 0; E0) where we assume without loss of generality (and for the rest of the
paper) that h6w and h06w0. H is called an ideal grid for G, if h0(w0−1)<hw6h0w0
holds. Note that there may exist dierent ideal grids H for the same grid G. In this
paper we will focus on embeddings where H is an ideal grid for G, since these are
the hardest instances of this (one-to-one) embedding problem. Avoiding the trivial
case (i.e., h = h0 and w = w0), we distinguish between two cases: h0<h6w<w0 or
h<h06w0<w. In the rst case the aspect ratio of H is smaller than the aspect ratio
of G, in the latter case the situation is vice versa. In the following we summarize
previous results obtained in this area and compare them with our new results.
1.1. Embedding into grids of smaller aspect ratio
The special case where the hw grid G is embedded into a linear array, i.e., H is
a 1 (hw) grid, has been studied successfully. Chvatalova [8] proved in 1975 that in
this case h is a tight bound for the dilation. With the help of a result proved in 1995
by Ahlswede and Bezrukov [1], it can be derived that the h w grid, with h 6= 2 and
w 6= 2, can be embedded with optimal edge-congestion h + 1 into the 1  (hw) grid.
In 1988 Kosaraju and Atallah [16] showed that (h=h0) is a bound for the dilation of
embedding G = h  w into H = h0  w0. However, they did not specify the constants
involved. Romke et al. [20] showed in 1995 that G can be embedded into H with
dilation dh=h0e + 1. In 1996 Huang et al. [14] improved this result. They constructed
embeddings with dilation of at most dh=h0e. Shen et al. [23] proved in 1997 for the
special case that the guest grid and host grid are of the same size, i.e., hw = h0w0,
dh=h0e as a lower bound for the dilation and the edge-congestion. Additionally, they
proposed dh=h0e+ 3 as an upper bound for the edge-congestion.
In the following we will show that dh=h0e is the optimal value for the dilation
of any embedding of grids into grids of smaller aspect ratio. Additionally, we prove
d(h+1)=h0e to be the tight lower bound for the edge-congestion and establish dh=h0e+1
as an upper bound.
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1.2. Embedding into grids of larger aspect ratio
Most attempts to embed grids into grids of larger aspect ratio were restricted on
embedding grids into square grids, i.e., it was assumed that h0 = w0. Aleliunas and
Rosenberg [2] showed in 1982 that if h>25, G can be embedded into H with dilation
15 and expansion 1.2. Furthermore, they conjectured that there may be an inherent
expansion{dilation tradeo. In 1991 Ellis [9] showed that there is no signicant tradeo
between dilation and expansion for small values of the compression ratio w=w0. He
proved that if w=w063, each h  w grid G can be embedded into each of its ideal
h0  w0 grids of larger aspect ratio with dilation three. Additionally, it was shown by
Ellis that each grid G can be embedded into its nearly ideal square grid H=(dphwe+
1) (dphwe+1) with dilation three. Moreover, Melhem and Hwang [18] constructed
embeddings of each hw grid into square grids with dilation two and expansion of at
most 1.2. In 1996 Ellis [10] introduced a technique called folding with compression.
It can be used to embed the h  w grid into each of its ideal h0  w0 grids of larger
aspect ratio with dilation two, if w=w0>h> 7, i.e., if the compression ratio and h
are suciently large. Huang et al. [15] showed in 1997 that each h  w grid can be
embedded into each of its ideal h0  w0 grids with dilation six. Ellis and Markov [12]
claimed in 1998 that for this problem dilation four is sucient. Unfortunately, the proof
given in the mentioned paper is wrong, since the proposed technique is not applicable
for all instances. The authors have already revoked their result in [11]. Additionally,
Shen et al. [23] constructed embeddings with edge-congestion four for some instances.
In the following we will prove that ve is an upper bound for the dilation of
embedding grids into grids of larger aspect ratio. Additionally, we will show that each
grid can be embedded into each of its ideal grids with edge-congestion four and that
for many instances edge-congestion two or three suces.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a general matrix-based
embedding technique which is fundamental for our upper bound results. We compute
lower and upper bounds for the dilation and edge-congestion where we rstly consider
embedding grids into grids of smaller aspect ratio (Section 3), and secondly into grids
of larger aspect ratio (Section 4). Finally, we will provide an overview of the obtained
results and mention some open problems.
2. Matrix-based embeddings
In the following we describe a general matrix-based technique to embed an hw grid
G into an h0  w0 grid H with hw6h0w0, and w.l.o.g. w>w0. Aleliunas and Rosen-
berg [2] were the rst to use matrices to describe embeddings of grids. More general
matrix-based techniques were introduced in [7,14,15,20{23]. We will now shortly re-
peat the most important facts, since we will use them in the following sections of the
paper. Additionally, a new upper bound for the edge-congestion of such matrix-based
embeddings is proposed.
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Fig. 1. Embedding the 531 grid into the 1213 grid and the corresponding embedding matrix. The white
node corresponds to the node that is not an image of a node of the guest.
To embed G into H we construct a so-called embedding matrix Mhw0 whose en-
tries mij, 06i<h; 06j<w0, are nonnegative integers. Let us explain the correspon-
dence of the matrix and the embedding by an example, the 5  31 grid as the guest
and the 12  13 grid as the host. We align the guest in the host grid compress-
ing 5 rows of length 31 to length 13. This is exemplied in Fig. 1. Note that each
row of the guest { called chain { can be described by a vector of length 13 where
the jth entry of the vector, 06j< 13, determines how many nodes of the chain are
placed in the column j of the host, e.g. the vector (3; 2; 3; 2; 2; 3; 2; 3; 2; 2; 3; 2; 2) cor-
responds to the rst chain. The denition of such a vector for each chain leads to
the embedding matrix presented in Fig. 1. Additionally, we have to dene how the
elements of each chain are connected. We will choose the following interconnection
scheme:
Nodes of even columns (0; 2; : : :) are connected from top to bottom, nodes of odd
columns from bottom to top. The bottom node of each even column is connected
to the bottom node of the next column. The top node of each odd column is
connected to the top node of the next column (cf. Fig. 1).
According to this scheme, we dene for each node (a; b) of the grid G its image in
H as (a0; b0) where
b0 =min
8<
:l:
lX
j=0
maj>b+ 1
9=
; (1)
and
a0 =
a−1X
i=0
mib0 +
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
b−
b0−1X
j=0
maj if b0 is even;
(
b0X
j=0
maj)− b− 1 if b0 is odd:
(2)
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Consider embedding the hw grid G into the h0 w0 grid H (where w>w0) by the
use of a matrix Mhw0 that satises the following conditions:
(C1) mij 2 fbw=w0c; dw=w0eg for 06i<h, 06j<w0,
(C2) mij = mi+1; j+1 for 06i<h− 1, 06j<w0 − 1,
(C3)
Ph−1
i=0 mij6h
0 for 06j<w0,
(C4)
Pw0−1
j=0 mij>w for 06i<h.
Theorem 1. Suppose w>w0. Any embedding matrix Mhw0 that satises (C1){(C4)
denes an embedding of an h  w grid into an h0  w0 grid with dilation and
edge-congestion of at most dw=w0e+ 1.
Proof. See the appendix.
Note that there exist a variety of dierent setups of embedding matrices Mhw0 that
satisfy (C1){(C4). A simple setup was given by Romke et al. in [20], namely
mij =

w
j − i + 1
w0

−

w
j − i
w0

;
with 06i<h; 06j<w0. The embedding matrix presented in Fig. 1 is constructed
according to this denition. Note that we get the ith row by a cyclic right shift of row
i−1; 16i<h, and the embedding can be computed in constant parallel time (see [20]
for more details).
3. Embedding into grids of smaller aspect ratio
Throughout this section we consider embedding G = h w into H = h0  w0 where
H is an ideal grid for G and h0<h6w<w0.
3.1. Lower bounds
Consider an arbitrary one-to-one embedding of G = hw into H = h0 w0, and let
dil(G :H) denote its dilation and let con(G :H) denote its edge-congestion. To compute
lower bounds for dil(G :H) and con(G :H), we consider some discrete isoperimetric
problems on grids (see [4,13] for an introduction on isoperimetric problems). A num-
bering of the nodes of a grid G = ( V ; E) is an injective function
: V 7! f1; 2; : : : ; j V jg:
Given a grid G and a numbering , then for each l, 06l6j V j, we dene
Sl() = −1(f1; : : : ; lg):
Thus, Sl() is the set of the rst l nodes of G corresponding to the numbering .
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Fig. 2. The proof of the lower bound for the dilation is illustrated.
3.1.1. Lower bound for the dilation
Let G = ( V ; E) be an arbitrary h w grid with h6 w. For S  V dene
  G(S) = jfu 2 V n Sj9v 2 S: (u; v) 2 Egj;
  G(l) =min
  G(Sl()):
  G(S) is the number of nodes in the direct neighborhood of S, and for a xed l
the problem of minimizing   G(Sl()) over all numberings  is known as the discrete
vertex isoperimetric problem for grids.
For the above-dened grid G we dene an ordering F as follows: We say that
(a; b) 2 V is w.r.t. F greater than (a0; b0) 2 V , i (a+ b>a0 + b0) or (a+ b= a0 +
b0 ^ a<a0).
It is shown by Bollobas and Leader in [6], Bezrukov in [3] respectively, that for any
l with 06l6j V j the set of nodes given by the rst l nodes w.r.t. F has a minimal
number of nodes in distance one in the grid outside of the set itself (among all subsets
of V of the same cardinality). In other words, the node set dened in such a way
solves the vertex isoperimetric problem on the h w grid.
Theorem 2. The dilation dil(G :H) of any embedding of an h  w grid G = (V; E)
into each of its ideal h0  w0 grids H = (V 0; E0); with 26h0<h6w<w0; is at least
dh=h0e:
Proof. Let l be an integer with 06l6jV 0j and let DV 0 be the node set of H given
by the rst l nodes w.r.t. F. Furthermore, let AV be the node set of G that is
assigned to the nodes of D by an embedding (;R) (see Fig. 2), i.e., A = fu 2
V j9v 2 D: (u) = vg = −1(D). Note that since the considered embedding is not
necessarily surjective and we still assume that H is an ideal grid for G, at most h0− 1
nodes of H may be unused. Thus, it follows with jAj=m that l− h0<m6l holds. If
the set A minimizes  G(m), we get a lower bound for dil(G :H) by estimating for all
l; 06l6jV 0j, the width of the smallest stripe W (l) in H that is large enough that at
least  G(A) nodes can be assigned to it (see Fig. 2). Therefore, we get
dil(G :H)>max06l6jV 0jW (l):
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Since in a stripe of width 1 it is possible to place at most h0 nodes, we get
max
06l6jV 0j
W (l)>

max06m6jV j G(m)
h0

:
Obviously, w.r.t. the above-dened ordering F it holds  G(m)6h, with 06m6jV j.
Furthermore,  G(m) equals h for all m with 12 (h− 1)(h− 2)<m< jV j − 12h(h− 1).
Let us choose l= dh0w0=2e. We get
m> l− h0 =

h0w0
2

− h0>h
0w0
2
− h0>hw
2
− h0
>
hw
2
− h>h
2
2
− h= h(h− 2)
2
>
(h− 1)(h− 2)
2
and
m6 l=

h0w0
2

<
h0w0 + 2
2
6
hw + h0 + 1
2
6
hw + h
2
= hw − hw − h
2
6hw − h
2 − h
2
= hw − h(h− 1)
2
:
Thus,  G(m) = h and we have
max06m6jV j  G(m)
h0

=

h
h0

:
3.1.2. Lower bound for the congestion
Let G = ( V ; E) be an arbitrary h w grid with h6 w. For S  V , dene
 G(S) = jf(u; v) 2 E j u 2 S; v 2 V n Sgj;
 G(l) = min
 G(Sl()):
 G(S) is the number of edges separating S from V n S. For a xed l, the problem of
minimizing  G(Sl()) over all numberings  is known as the discrete edge isoperimetric
problem for grids.
For the above-dened grid G we dene an ordering L as follows: We say that
(a; b) 2 V is w.r.t. L greater than (a0; b0) 2 V i (b>b0) or (b= b0 ^ a>a0).
Ahlswede and Bezrukov [1] showed that for any l with b( h=2)2c<l6 h w−b( h=2)2c,
the set of nodes given by the rst l nodes w.r.t. L has a minimal number of edges
connecting these l nodes with the remaining nodes of G (among all subsets of V of
cardinality l). In other words, the node set dened in such a way solves the edge
isoperimetric problem on the h w grid for the above-mentioned values l.
Theorem 3. The edge-congestion con(G :H) of any embedding of an hw grid G=
(V; E) into each of its ideal h0w0 grids H =(V 0; E0); with 26h0<h6w<w0; is at
least d(h+ 1)=h0e .
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Fig. 3. The proof of the lower bound for the congestion is illustrated. The lines in the left gure represent
edges connecting nodes in −1(D) with their complement. The lines in the right gure represent paths
connecting the corresponding images.
Proof. Let (;R) be an embedding of G into H . Furthermore, suppose that D is any
subset of V 0. Then,
H (D) con (G :H)>G(−1(D));
since each of the edges from −1(D) to −1(V 0 nD) must be assigned to a path from
D to V 0 n D, which contains at least one edge counted by H (D). Each such edge
e0 2 E0 can be contained in at most con(G :H) such paths (see Fig. 3). If the set D
minimizes H (l) with jDj = l, and m = j−1(D)j with l − h0<m6l (with the same
argument as in the proof of Theorem 2), we get
H (l) con (G :H) = H (D) con(G :H)>G(−1(D))>G(m):
Thus, we have
con (G :H)> max
0<l< jV 0j
l− h0<m6l
G(m)
H (l)
:
On the one hand, it is obvious that for 16h0<h the fraction G(m)=H (l) is at most
(h + 1)=h0. On the other hand, we show that for each embedding of G into H it is
always possible to nd an l, with 0<l< jV 0j, such that for the corresponding m, with
l− h0<m6l, it holds H (l) = h0 and G(m) = h+ 1.
To see this, let us choose l= dw0=2eh0. We get H (l) = h0, if the ordering L yields
a solution for l of the edge isoperimetric problem on H , i.e., if b(h0=2)2c<l6h0w0−
b(h0=2)2c. This inequality holds, since$
h0
2
2%
6
h02
2
<
h0w0
2
6

w0
2

h0 = l
and
l=

w0
2

h06h0

w0
2
+
1
2

= h0w0

1
2
+
1
2w0

6
5
8
h0w0
= h0w0 − 3
8
h0w0<h0w0 − 3
8
h02<h0w0 − 1
4
h026h0w0 −
$
h0
2
2%
:
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Additionally, for the corresponding m the ordering L leads to a solution of the edge
isoperimetric problem on G, since b(h=2)2c<m6hw − b(h=2)2c. Obviously, this in-
equality holds for w= 3 (the least possible value for w), since in this case w= h= 3,
h0 = 2, and w0 = 5. For w>4 we get
m6 l=

w0
2

h06h0

w0
2
+
1
2

=
h0w0
2
+
h0
2
<
hw + h0
2
+
h0
2
=
hw
2
+ h0<
hw
2
+ h= hw

1
2
+
1
w

6
3
4
hw = hw − hw
4
6 hw − h
2
4
= hw −

h
2
2
6hw −
$
h
2
2%
:
Furthermore, we have
m>

w0
2

h0 − h0>h
0w0
2
− h0 = h
0w0
2

1− 2
w0

>
h0w0
2
1
2
>
hw
4
>
h2
4
>
$
h
2
2%
:
If (mmod h) 6= 0, we have G(m)=h+1. Thus, we get con (G :H)>d(h+1)=h0e with
respect to the fact that H (l) = h0.
If (mmod h)=0, i.e., hjm, we distinguish two cases m6h0+ b(h=2)2c and m>h0+
b(h=2)2c. Depending on the respective case, we consider another value for l, denoted by
~l, and the corresponding m, denoted by ~m. We show that H ( ~l)=h0 and G( ~m)=h+1.
If m6h0 + b(h=2)2c, let us choose ~l= dw0=2eh0 + h0. Again, the ordering L yields
a solution for ~l of the edge isoperimetric problem on H , since
~l =

w0
2

h0 + h06h0

w0
2
+
1
2

+ h0 =
h0w0
2
+
3h0
2
= h0w0 − h
0w0
2
+
3h0
2
6 h0w0 − h
0(h0 + 2)
2
+
3h0
2
= h0w0 − h
02
2
+
h0
2
= h0w0 − h
02
4

2− 2
h0

6 h0w0 −

h0
2
2
6h0w0 −
$
h0
2
2%
:
Thus, H ( ~l) = h0. Additionally, for the corresponding ~m the ordering L leads to a
solution of the edge isoperimetric problem on G, since
~m6m+ h062h0 +
$
h
2
2%
= hw −
$
h
2
2%
− hw + 2h0 + 2
$
h
2
2%
6 hw −
$
h
2
2%
− h2 + 2h0 + h
2
2
= hw −
$
h
2
2%
− h
2
2
+ 2h0
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6 hw −
$
h
2
2%
− (h
0 + 1)2
2
+ 2h0 = hw −
$
h
2
2%
− (h
0 − 1)2
2
<hw −
$
h
2
2%
:
Note that ( ~mmod h) 6= 0, since hjm and m< ~m<m+ h. Thus, G( ~m) = h+ 1.
If m>h0 + b(h=2)2c, let us choose ~l= dw0=2eh0 − h0. Again, the ordering L yields
a solution for ~l of the edge isoperimetric problem on H , since
~l =

w0
2

h0 − h0>h
0w0
2
− h0 =

h0
2
22w0
h0
− 4
h0

>

h0
2
22(h0 + 2)
h0
− 4
h0

= 2

h0
2
2
>

h0
2
2
>
$
h0
2
2%
:
Thus, H ( ~l) = h0. Additionally, for the corresponding ~m the ordering L leads to a
solution of the edge isoperimetric problem on G, since
~m>m− h0>h0 +
$
h
2
2%
− h0 =
$
h
2
2
Note that ( ~mmod h) 6= 0, since hjm and m−h< ~m<m. Thus, we have G( ~m)=h+1.
Overall, we get con (G :H)>d(h+ 1)=h0e.
3.2. Upper bounds
According to Theorem 1 (in which we exchange h and w, h0 and w0 respectively,
since we have here h>h0), each hw grid G can be embedded into any ideal h0w0
grid H of smaller aspect ratio with dilation and edge-congestion of at most dh=h0e+1.
Note that the achieved edge-congestion is optimal or diers from the lower bound by
one (see Theorem 3). Huang et al. [14] improved the dilation up to one, i.e., they
showed that the dilation is at most dh=h0e, which is optimal (cf. Theorem 2).
4. Embedding into grids of larger aspect ratio
Throughout this section we consider embedding G = h w into H = h0  w0 where
H is an ideal grid for G and h<h06w0<w.
4.1. Lower bounds
Obviously, each embedding of G into H needs a dilation of at least two. It is still
an open problem whether there exists a grid that cannot be embedded into any of its
ideal grids with dilation two. Obviously, if we want to provide edge-congestion one,
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at most 2r edges of G (where r = h0w0 − hw) can be stretched. This is caused by the
fact that each of the r unused nodes of H has a degree of at most 4 and only the
edges incident to these r nodes or to the nodes which are images of the corner nodes
of G can be used to rout stretched edges (providing edge-congestion one). Therefore,
if r=0, the grid hw cannot be embedded into the grid h0w0 with edge-congestion
one, since the guest is not a subgraph of the host and at least one edge has to be
stretched.
4.2. Upper bounds
In the rst part of this section we will describe sophisticated embeddings of G into H
with a small constant dilation. Additionally, in the second part we will shortly describe
a simple technique to embed G into H with edge-congestion of at most four.
In the following we combine three methods of embedding G into H with dilation
of at most ve. The rst method is the well-known folding technique, introduced by
Aleliunas and Rosenberg [2]. The second method is new, and it is called folding with
skipping. It is based on a technique called 90 folding with compression, developed
by Ellis [10]. Finally, the matrix-based approach as described in Section 2 is used. Let
us rst summarize the folding techniques mentioned above.
Lemma 4 (Folding, Aleliunas and Rosenberg [2]). Suppose that H = h0  w0 is an
ideal grid for G = h w; with h<h06w0<w. If either hjh0 or hjw0; then G can be
embedded into H with dilation two.
Proof. Under the folding technique row i of grid G goes along the same row of grid H
until it comes within i of the end of this row. It follows a diagonal path { vertical move
{ diagonal path folding maneuver in order to attain row h+ i of H . It proceeds (to the
other direction) along this row until it must once again execute the folding maneuver
to attain row 2h+ i of H . These straight paths plus folding maneuvers continue until
row i of G is exhausted. The dilation of the folding technique equals two, since if a
horizontal edge of G is dilated, it is mapped onto a path between opposing corners of
a unit square in H . Additionally, if a vertical edge is dilated, it is mapped onto a path
consisting of two vertical edges that are incident to the same node.
Fig. 4 illustrates the folding with G = 5 44 and H = 15 15. The ve white nodes
correspond to the nodes that are not images of nodes of the guest.
Lemma 5 (90 folding with compression, Ellis [10]). For all h>1; there exists a di-
lation two embedding of the h (h+1) grid G into the h (h+1) grid H; such that
the nodes in the left column of G are mapped onto the left h nodes in the bottom
row of H; and the nodes in the right column of G are mapped onto the right column
of H .
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Fig. 4. Embedding of 5 44 into 15 15, via folding.
Fig. 5. Constructing 90

folds with compression.
Proof. For a detailed proof see [10]. We only want to give a short sketch of the
construction. Fig. 5(a) and (b) illustrate solutions for the base cases, h = 1 and 2.
Fig. 5(c) illustrates a technique which constructs a solution for h+ 2 from a solution
for h. The box containing the white nodes represents an h  (h + 1) solution. The
addition of black nodes around the entire periphery of the box represents a solution
for (h + 2)  (h + 3). Consequently, a solution can be built for any h. Let the nodes
from the leftmost column of G be named 1; 2; : : : from the bottom to top.
If h is odd, then their order in the bottom host row of H , right to left is 1; 2; 3; 5; 4; 6;
7; 9; 8; : : :, i.e., starting with (4; 5), every second pair is reversed.
If h is even, then their order in the bottom host row of H , right to left is 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 5; 7;
8; 10; 9; : : :, i.e., starting with (5; 6), every second pair is reversed. Fig. 6 illustrates the
90 fold for h= 7. For a detailed proof that the dilation is at most two see [10].
Lemma 6 (Folding with skipping (part 1)). For all h; k>1 with dh=2e6k <h; there
exists an embedding with dilation four of the h (2h+k) grid G into the h (2h+k)
grid H; such that
(a) the nodes in the leftmost column of G (called start nodes) are mapped onto the
leftmost h nodes of the bottom row of H where the order of the images of the
start nodes is specied like in the proof of Lemma 5;
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Fig. 6. A 90

fold with compression for h = 7.
Fig. 7. Folding with skipping, exemplied by embedding the 7  19 grid into the 7  19 grid. Note that
properties (a){(e) of Lemma 6 are satised.
(b) the nodes in the rightmost column of G (called end nodes) are mapped onto the
rightmost h+ k nodes of the bottom row of H where the order of the images of
the end nodes is the same as the order of the images of the start nodes;
(c) some end node is mapped onto the (h + 1)st node from left of the bottom row
of H and no end node is mapped onto the rightmost node of the bottom row of
H;
(d) in the bottom row of H at most two end nodes are mapped onto any three
adjacent nodes of the rightmost h+ k nodes; and
(e) the distance in H between the images of any two adjacent end nodes is at most
four.
Proof. Take a 90 fold with compression with parameter h as it is described in Lemma
5, and omit the rightmost column of this fold. This construct corresponds to the leftmost
h columns of H . In Fig. 7, we have illustrated this by an example, where the gray nodes
and edges depict the 90 fold. Obviously, by this construct (a) is fullled and the grid
induced by the rst h columns of G is embedded into H providing dilation of at most
two (see Lemma 5). Now create another 90 fold with compression with parameter h.
The leftmost column of this construct is mapped onto the (h+ 1)st column of H , and
the rightmost column of this construct is mapped onto the rightmost column of H .
The remaining h−1 columns of this construct are mapped onto certain columns of the
remaining h+k−2 columns of H minding properties (b), (d), and (e). This means that
we \stretch" the second construct in a certain way. This is exemplied in Fig. 7, where
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the black nodes and edges correspond to this second 90 fold with compression. Up to
now there are k − 1 unused columns in H . We use these columns to connect the two
constructs dened so far. In Fig. 7 we have illustrated these k−1 unused columns with
white nodes. In the following we call these columns white columns and the columns
of the second 90 fold with compression black columns. Since dh=2e6k holds, at least
1=3 columns of the rightmost h + k columns (except three black columns) are white
columns. Thus, property (d) can be fullled, since it is always possible to place at most
two black columns between two white columns avoiding the case that three adjacent
columns of the rightmost h + k columns are black. As a special case, the rightmost
white column must be placed at a distance of at most three from the rightmost column
of H (which is black), and the leftmost white column must be placed at a distance of
at most three from the rst fold. It follows that the connection between the two folds
can be accomplished with dilation of at most four. An example is given by the dotted
lines in Fig. 7. Additionally, since k <h holds, less than 1=2 columns of the rightmost
h+k columns are white columns. Thus, property (e) can be fullled, since it is always
possible to place at most one white column between two black columns. According
to Lemma 5 the grid induced by the rightmost h+ 1 columns of G can be embedded
into the h (h+ 1) grid with dilation of at most two by the use of the 90 fold with
compression. By our construction we embed this 90 fold into the h  (2h + k) grid.
This increases the dilation by a factor of two, since each edge of the fold is stretched
by at most two. Thus, we have constructed a dilation four embedding of G into H
that satises properties (a){(e).
Lemma 7 (Folding with skipping (part 2)). For all h; k>1 with 0<k< dh=2e; there
exists an embedding with dilation ve of the h (3h+ k) grid G into the h (3h+ k)
grid H; such that
(a) the nodes in the leftmost column of G (called start nodes) are mapped onto the
leftmost h nodes of the bottom row of H where the order of the images of the
start nodes is specied like in the proof of Lemma 5;
(b) the nodes in the rightmost column of G (called end nodes) are mapped onto the
rightmost 2h+ k nodes of the bottom row of H where the order of the images
of the end nodes is the same as the order of the images of the start nodes;
(c) some end node is mapped onto the (h + 1)st node from left of the bottom row
of H; and no end node is mapped onto the rightmost node of the bottom row of
H;
(d) in the bottom row of H at most one end node is mapped onto any two adjacent
nodes of the rightmost 2h+ k nodes; and
(e) the distance in H between the images of any two adjacent end nodes is at most
ve.
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 6. As before we take a 90 fold with com-
pression with parameter h as described in Lemma 5, and omit the rightmost column
of this fold. Again, this construct corresponds to the leftmost h columns of H . In
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Fig. 8. An embedding of the 7 23 into the 7 23 grid fullling properties (a){(e) of Lemma 7.
Fig. 8, we have illustrated this by an example, where the gray nodes and edges depict
the 90 fold. Obviously, by this construct (a) is fullled and the grid induced by the rst
h columns of G is embedded into H providing dilation of at most two (see Lemma 5).
Now create another 90 fold with compression with parameter h. The leftmost
column of this construct is mapped onto the (h+ 1)st column of H and the rightmost
column of this construct is mapped onto the rightmost column of H . The remaining
h − 1 columns of this construct are mapped onto certain columns of the remaining
2h + k − 2 columns of H minding properties (b), (d), and (e). This means that we
\stretch" the second construct in a certain way. This is exemplied in Fig. 8, where
the black nodes and edges correspond to this second 90 fold with compression. Up
to now there are h + k − 1 unused columns in H . We use these columns to connect
the two constructs dened so far. In Fig. 8 we have illustrated these h+ k − 1 unused
columns with white nodes. As in Lemma 6 we will call these columns white columns
and the columns of the second 90 fold with compression black columns. Since 0<k
holds, at least 1=2 columns of the rightmost 2h + k − 1 columns are white columns.
Thus, property (d) can be fullled, since it is always possible to place at least one
white column between two black columns. It follows that the connection between the
two folds can be accomplished with dilation of at most three. An example is given by
the dotted lines in Fig. 8. Additionally, since k < dh=2e holds, at most 3=5 columns of
the rightmost 2h + k columns are white columns. Thus, property (e) can be fullled,
since it is always possible to place at most two white columns between two black
columns avoiding the case that four or more columns of ve adjacent columns are
white. According to Lemma 5 the grid induced by the rightmost h+ 1 columns of G
can be embedded into the h (h+ 1) grid with dilation of at most two by the use of
the 90 fold with compression. By our construction we embed this 90 fold into the
h(3h+k) grid. This increases the dilation and we get a dilation of at most ve, since
vertical edges of the fold are not stretched and there are no two consecutive horizontal
edges of the fold that are both stretched by three. Thus, we have constructed a dilation
ve embedding of G into H that satises properties (a){(e).
Theorem 8. Suppose h<h06w0<w and hw6h0w0. Any h  w grid G can be em-
bedded into the h0  w0 grid H with dilation of at most ve.
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Fig. 9. An embedding of the 770 into the 1926 grid with dilation four. The four white nodes correspond
to the nodes that are not images of nodes of the guest.
Proof. We will show the following facts:
(1) If (w0mod h)>dh=2e, then the h  w grid G can be embedded into the h0  w0
grid H with dilation of at most four.
(2) If (w0mod h)< dh=2e, then the h  w grid G can be embedded into the h0  w0
grid H with dilation of at most ve.
We can assume that 2h6h0. If 2h>h0, then it follows that 2>h0=h = h0w0=hw0>
hw=hw0 = w=w0 and we can use Theorem 1 to show that G can be embedded into H
with dilation of at most three.
Let us rst consider case 1, i.e., (w0mod h)>dh=2e. Additionally to the above we
assume that 3h6w0. Note, that if 3h>w0, then 3>w0=h = w0h0=hh0>wh=hh0 = w=h0
and by the use of Theorem 1 it follows that G can be embedded into H with dilation
of at most four.
To embed G into H , we use a three-step approach. We divide G into three parts:
Part A consists of the rst h0(bw0=hc − 1) − h columns of G, part B of the next
2h+ k columns of G, where k=(w0modh). The third part C consists of the remaining
r = (1=h)((h + k)(h0 − h) − (w0h0 − wh)) columns of G. The nodes of A are mapped
onto H by the use of the folding technique (see Lemma 4), the nodes of B by the
use of folding with skipping (see Lemma 6), and the nodes of C by the use of
the matrix-based approach (see Theorem 1). This three-step approach is illustrated in
Fig. 9.
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Note that the folding with skipping according to Lemma 6 can be applied since
3h6w0 holds. The images of the nodes of A can be connected to images of the nodes
of B with dilation of at most two, since under folding with skipping only adjacent rows
are skewed, and since 2h6h0 holds, the folding process that maps part A is nished
before the images of nodes of B are reached. It remains to show that the nodes of part
C can be mapped onto the remaining nodes of H with dilation of at most four and
that the connection between the images of the nodes of B and the images of the nodes
of C can be accomplished with dilation four.
Let us now consider part C. The nodes that must be mapped onto the remaining
rectangle of H are isomorphic to the h r grid. Note, that we can assume without loss
of generality that r >h0 − h holds. Otherwise, we get an embedding with dilation of
at most four by vertically continuing where the end nodes of part B are mapped.
Let us dene l = minfs j s(h + k)>hrg. Note that the (h + k)  l grid is an ideal
grid for the h r grid, which remains to be embedded. Obviously, the (h+ k) l grid
is a subgraph of the remaining (h+ k) (h0 − h) rectangle of H , since l6h0 − h. To
embed the h r grid into the (h+ k) l grid, we compress all rows from length r to
length l. Thus, we dene an embedding matrix Mhl as follows:
mij =

h+ k
h
(i − j + 1)

−

h+ k
h
(i − j)

; (3)
with 06i<h; 06j< l. Note that we get column j by a cyclic down shift of column
j − 1; 16j< l. If the embedding matrix satises conditions (C1){(C4) of Theorem
1, the dilation of such an embedding is at most dr=le+1. Note that r=l6l(h+ k)=lh=
(h+ k)=h< 2. Thus, the dilation is at most three. Let us now consider conditions (C1)
{(C4):
(C1) mij 2 fbr=lc; dr=leg, for 06i<h, 06j< l,
(C2) mij = mi+1; j+1, for 06i<h− 1; 06j< l− 1,
(C3)
Ph−1
i=0 mij6h+ k, for 06j< l,
(C4)
Pl−1
j=0 mij>r, for 06i<h.
Ad(C1). Following the denition of l; r6l(h+k)=h holds. Thus, r=l6l(h+k)=lh=(h+
k)=h< 2. Additionally, r=l>r=(h0−h)> 1 (see above). Thus, fbr=lc; dr=leg=
f1; 2g. By the use of d(a + b)=ce − db=ce 2 fba=cc; da=ceg for any integers
a; b, and c, it follows that mij=d[(h+k)=h](i−j+1)e−d[(h+k)=h](i−j)e 2
fb(h+ k)=hc; d(h+ k)=heg= f1; 2g for 06i<h; 06j< l.
Ad(C2). mi+1; j+1=d[(h+k)=h]((i+1)−(j+1)+1)e−d[(h+k)=h]((i+1)−(j+1))e=
d[(h+k)=h](i−j+1)e−d[(h+k)=h](i−j)e=mij for 06i<h−1; 06j< l−1.
Ad(C3).
Ph−1
i=0 mij = d[(h+ k)=h](h− j)e − d−j(h+ k)=he= h+ k + d−j(h+ k)=he −
d−j(h+ k)=he= h+ k for 06j< l.
Ad(C4).
Pl−1
j=0 mij = d[(h+ k)=h](i+1)e− d[(h+ k)=h](i− l+1)e= d[(h+ k)l+ (h+
k)(i − l+ 1)]=he − d(h+ k)(i − l+ 1)=he 2 fbl(h+ k)=hc; dl(h+ k)=heg for
06i<h. Thus,
Pl−1
j=0 mij>bl(h+ k)=hc>r for 06i<h.
What remains to be shown is the fact that the connections between the images of
the nodes of B and the images of the nodes of C can be accomplished with dilation
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Fig. 10. An embedding of the 7 20 into the 12 12 grid and the corresponding embedding matrix M712.
The four white nodes depict the nodes that are not images of nodes of the guest. The letters \w" and \b"
show the distribution of white and black columns in correspondence with Fig. 7.
four. An example is presented in Fig. 9, where we have connected the construct shown
in Fig. 7 (mapping of part B) with the construct shown in Fig. 10 (mapping of part
C). We will show the following: If we choose the distribution of the white and black
columns (see the proof of Lemma 6) in accordance with the distribution of the 1’s and
2’s in the rst column of the embedding matrix Mhl, then the nodes of part B can be
mapped with dilation four, satisfying properties (a){(e) of Lemma 6. Additionally, the
connections to the images of the nodes of C can be accomplished with dilation four.
For each 1 in the rst column of Mhl we put a black column in the corresponding
position of the folding with skipping construct. For each 2 we put a white column
followed by a black column in the corresponding construct. A special case is the
matrix entry m00 = dh+ k=he= 2, that corresponds to two black columns. An example
is presented in Fig. 10, where the distribution of white and black columns is given by
the letters \b" for black column and \w" for white column. The corresponding folding
with skipping is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 9 the connection of these two constructs is
shown.
Since there are no consecutive 1’s in the rst column of the embedding matrix, at
least each third column of the rightmost h + k columns of the folding with skipping
is a white column. To see this, note that mi0 + mi+1;0 = d[(h+ k)=h](i + 1)e − d[(h+
k)=h]ie+d[(h+k)=h](i+2)e−d[(h+k)=h](i+1)e=d[2(h+k)+i(h+k)]=he−di(h+k)=he
>b2(h + k)=hc>3 for 06i<h − 1. Additionally, since at most all but one entry of
the rst column of Mhl are 2’s, at most each second column of the rightmost h+ k
columns of the folding with skipping is a white column. Thus, properties (a){(e) of
Lemma 6 can be satised, i.e., a suitable distribution of the white and black columns
can be determined by the rst column of the embedding matrix. Since only adjacent
rows of part B may be skewed (see Lemma 5), we can connect the nodes of B with
the nodes of C with dilation of at most four.
Let us now switch to case 2. i.e., (w0mod h)< dh=2e. If (w0mod h) = 0, then
G can be embedded into H with dilation two by the use of the folding technique
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Fig. 11. An embedding of the 7  81 into the 19  30 grid with dilation ve. The three white nodes
correspond to the nodes that are not images of nodes of the guest.
(cf. Lemma 4). Otherwise, we can assume that 2h6h0 (see above) and 4h6w0. Note,
if 4h>w0, then 4>w0=h= w0h0=hh0>wh=hh0 = w=h0 and by the use of Theorem 1 it
follows that G can be embedded into H with dilation of at most ve.
To embed G into H , we once more use the three-step approach described above,
i.e., we divide G into three parts: Part A consists of the rst h0(bw0=hc−2)−h columns
of G, part B of the next 3h+ k columns of G, where k = (w0mod h). The third part C
consists of the remaining r=(1=h)((2h+ k)(h0− h)− (w0h0−wh)) columns of G. The
nodes of A are mapped onto H by the use of the folding technique (see Lemma 4),
the nodes of B by the use of folding with skipping (see Lemma 7), and the nodes of
C by the use of the matrix-based approach (see Theorem 1). This three-step approach
is illustrated in Fig. 11.
Note that Lemma 7 can be applied since 4h6w0 holds. It remains to show that the
nodes of part C can be mapped onto the remaining nodes of H with dilation of at most
ve and that the connection between the images of the nodes of B and the images of
the nodes of C can be accomplished with dilation ve.
Let us now consider part C. The nodes that must be mapped onto the remaining
rectangle of H are isomorphic to the h  r grid. Like in case 1, we can assume
without loss of generality that r >h0− h holds. Otherwise, we get an embedding with
dilation of at most ve by vertically continuing where the end nodes of part B are
mapped.
Let us dene l=minfs j s(2h+ k)>hrg. Note that the (2h+ k) l grid is an ideal
grid for the h  r grid, which remains to be embedded. Obviously, the (2h + k)  l
grid is a subgraph of the remaining (2h+ k) (h0−h) rectangle of H , since l6h0−h.
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Fig. 12. An embedding of the 7 27 into the 16 12 grid and the corresponding embedding matrix M712.
The three white nodes depict the nodes that are not images of nodes of the guest. The letters \w" and \b"
represent the distribution of white and black columns in correspondence with Fig. 8.
To embed the h r grid into the (2h+ k) l grid we compress all rows from length
r to length l. Thus, we dene the embedding matrix Mhl as follows:
mij =

2h+ k
h
(i − j + 1)

−

2h+ k
h
(i − j)

;
with 06i<h; 06j< l. It can be shown in the same way as in case 1 that the em-
bedding matrix satises conditions (C1){(C4) of Theorem 1. Therefore, the dilation of
such an embedding is at most dr=le+1. Note that r=l< l(2h+ k)=lh=(2h+ k)=h< 3.
Thus, the dilation is at most four.
It remains to show that the connections between the images of the nodes of B and
the images of the nodes of C can be accomplished with dilation ve. An example is
shown in Fig. 11, where we have connected the construct shown in Fig. 8 (mapping
of part B) with the construct shown in Fig. 12 (mapping of part C). We will show
the following: If we choose the distribution of the white and black columns (see the
proof of Lemma 7) in accordance with the distribution of the 2’s and 3’s in the rst
column of the embedding matrix Mhl, then the nodes of part B can be mapped with
dilation ve, satisfying properties (a){(e) of Lemma 7. Additionally, the connections
to the images of the nodes of C can be accomplished with dilation ve. For each 2 in
the rst column of Mhl we put a white column followed by a black column in the
corresponding position of the folding with skipping construct. For each 3 we put two
white columns followed by one black column in the corresponding construct. A special
case is the matrix entry m00=d(2h+k)=he=3, that corresponds to the sequence black{
white{black. An example is presented in Fig. 12, where the distribution of white and
black columns is given by the letters \b" for black column and \w" for white column.
The corresponding folding with skipping is shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 11 the connection
of these two constructs is shown.
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Fig. 13. Embedding the 4 67 grid into the 15 18 grid with edge-congestion of at most four. The dotted
lines represent the routing scheme for the edges which connect the single stripes
Since there are no consecutive 3’s in the rst column of the embedding matrix
Mhl, at most three of ve consecutive columns of the rightmost 2h + k columns of
the folding with skipping are white. To see this, note that mi0+mi+1;0=d[(2h+k)=h](i+
1)e − d[(2h + k)=h]ie + d[(2h + k)=h](i + 2)e − d[(2h + k)=h](i + 1)e = d[2(2h + k) +
i(2h+ k)]=he−di(2h+ k)=he6d2(2h+ k)=he65 for 06i<h−1. Additionally, at least
every second column of the rightmost 2h+ k columns of the folding with skipping is
a white column. Thus, properties (a){(e) of Lemma 7 can be satised, i.e., a suitable
distribution of the white and black columns can be determined by the rst column of
the Mhl. Since only adjacent rows of part B may be skewed (see Lemma 5), we can
connect the images of the nodes of B with the images of the nodes of C with dilation
of at most ve.
Note that, by the use of a shortest paths routing scheme, the edge-congestion achieved
by the above-mentioned embeddings is ve and can generally not be reduced. There-
fore, we will shortly describe a much simpler embedding providing edge-congestion of
at most four. If w=w0 is at most 2, we can use the technique described in Section 2 (cf.
Theorem 1) to embed G into H with edge-congestion of at most three. If w=w0> 2,
we use the following approach:
(1) Map the rst h0(bw=h0c − 1) columns of G (one stripe of height h and width h0
after the other) with edge-congestion two onto the rst h(bw=h0c − 1) columns of
the grid H . An example of such an embedding with G=4 67 and H =15 18
is shown in Fig. 13.
(2) Map the remaining w − h0(bw=h0c − 1) columns of G with edge-congestion three
(by the use of the matrix-based embedding given in Section 2) onto the remaining
w0 − h(bw=h0c − 1) columns of the grid H (see Fig. 13).
(3) Connect the two parts of G which results in an overall edge-congestion of at most
four (see Fig. 13).
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Table 1
Bounds for the dilation of embedding h w into any of its ideal h0  w0 grids
Cases Restriction Lower bound Upper bound
h6h0, w6w0 | 1 1
h0<h6w<w0 | dh=h0e dh=h0e [14]
h<h06w0<w hjh0 _ hjw0 2 2 [2]
" 76h6w=w0 2 2 [10]
" w=w065 2 dw=w0e [14]
" | 2 5
Table 2
Bounds for the edge-congestion of embedding h w into any of its ideal h0  w0 grids
Cases Restriction Lower bound Upper bound
h6h0, w6w0 | 1 1
h0<h6w<w0 | d(h + 1)=h0e dh=h0e + 1
h<h06w0<w hjw0 ^ 2h6h0 1 2
" hjh0 ^ 2h6w0 1 2
" w=w062 1 3
" hw = h0w0 2 4
" | 1 4
Theorem 9. Suppose h<h06w0<w. Any h  w grid G can be embedded into the
h0w0 grid H with edge-congestion of at most four. If additionally (2h6w0 and hjh0)
or (2h6h0 and hjw0); the edge-congestion is at most two.
Proof. Note that the above-mentioned technique is applicable if 2h6h0 holds. If 2h>h0,
w=w0< 2 follows and G can be embedded into H with edge-congestion three (see The-
orem 1). If hjh0 or hjw0, we only need the rst step of the above algorithm. Otherwise,
we additionally execute the second step by the use of the matrix-based approach shown
in Section 2 where the edge-congestion is bounded by d(w−h0(bw=h0c−1))=h0e+163.
Executing the third step increases the overall edge-congestion to at most four.
5. Overview and open problems
Tables 1 and 2 provide a complete summary of the results achieved in this paper.
Earlier obtained upper bounds are marked with the corresponding reference. There are
the following open problems:
 Is it possible to embed each grid G into each of its ideal grids of larger aspect
ratio with dilation lower than ve or with edge-congestion lower than four? What
is the general lower bound for the edge-congestion in this case?
 Is it possible to obtain both optimal dilation and edge-congestion for the above-
mentioned problem?
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The lower bound techniques proposed in this paper can be used to achieve corre-
sponding results for other embedding problems. For instance, in [5] we give an exact
solution for the congestion problem of embedding a hypercube into d-dimensional grids
of the same size.
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Appendix Proof of Theorem 1
We consider the embedding of the hw grid G into the h0w0 grid H , with w>w0,
using the embedding matrix Mhw0 . Let us rst discuss conditions (C1){(C4). If (C1)
holds, there are at most two dierent entries in the matrix Mhw0 , namely bw=w0c and
dw=w0e. It follows from (C2) that
lX
i=0
mi;j+1 = m0; j+1 +
l−1X
i=0
mij 8j 2 f0; : : : ; w0 − 2g; l 2 f0; : : : ; h− 1g (4)
and
lX
j=0
mi+1; j = mi+1;0 +
l−1X
j=0
mij 8i 2 f0; : : : ; h− 2g; l 2 f0; : : : ; w0 − 1g: (5)
It follows that any two adjacent equal-length partial row sums of the matrix dier by
at most one. Furthermore, any two adjacent equal-length partial column sums dier by
at most one.
According to (C3) at most h0 nodes of G are mapped onto each column of H . If
(C4) holds, then the length of each chain is at least w. Therefore, using equalities (1)
and (2), we can conclude that the function that maps the nodes of G onto the nodes
of H is well-dened and one-to-one (i.e., injective).
Now, consider two nodes (a1; b1) and (a2; b2) that are adjacent in G. W.l.o.g. we
assume that a16a2 and b16b2. Let (a01; b
0
1) be the image of (a1; b1) and let (a
0
2; b
0
2)
be the image of (a2; b2), using a mapping that corresponds to an embedding matrix
Mhw0 fullling (C1){(C4). In order to conrm that there is a shortest path in H that
connects (a01; b
0
1) with (a
0
2; b
0
2) and has a length of at most dw=w0e + 1, we show that
6dw=w0e+1, where = jb01−b02j+ ja01−a02j. In what follows we examine all possible
cases and x the corresponding routing scheme.
1. a1 = a2 and b1 = b2 − 1, i.e., (a1; b1) and (a2; b2) are in the same row of G.
Because of denition (1) we know that
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j <b1 + 16
b01X
j=0
ma1j ^
b02−1X
j=0
ma1j <b1 + 26
b02X
j=0
ma1j: (6)
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Therefore,
b02X
j=0
ma1j >
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j ^
b01X
j=0
ma1j >
b02−1X
j=0
ma1j − 1:
Since w>w0, it follows according to (C1) that mij>1. Thus, either b01=b
0
2 or b
0
1=b
0
2−1.
We distinguish the following two cases:
(a) b01 = b
0
2, i.e., (a
0
1; b
0
1) and (a
0
2; b
0
2) are in the same column of H .
(i) b01 is even.
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 −
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j;
a02
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 + 1−
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j:
We get a01 = a
0
2 − 1. Thus, = 1.
Routing: (a01; b
0
1)! (a01 + 1; b01) = (a02; b02).
(ii) b01 is odd.
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 +
b01X
j=0
ma1j − b1 − 1;
a02
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 +
b01X
j=0
ma1j − (b1 + 1)− 1:
We get a01 = a
0
2 + 1. Thus, = 1.
Routing: (a01; b
0
1)! (a01 − 1; b01) = (a02; b02).
(b) b01 = b
0
2 − 1, i.e., (a01; b01) and (a02; b02) are in dierent columns of H .
Considering (6) with b01 = b
0
2 − 1 we get
b01X
j=0
ma1j − 1<b1 + 16
b01X
j=0
ma1j:
Therefore, we have b1 =
Pb01
j=0ma1j − 1.
(i) b01 is even (b
0
2 is odd).
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 −
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j =
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 − 1;
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a02
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mi;b01+1 +
b01+1X
j=0
ma1j − b2 − 1 =
a1−1X
i=0
mib01+1 − 1
(4)
= m0; b01+1 +
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 − 1:
Thus, ja01 − a02j= jma1b01 − m0; b01+1j61 and 62. Routing:
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01; b01 + 1) = (a02; b02) if a01 = a02;
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01 + 1; b01)! (a01 + 1; b01 + 1) = (a02; b02) if a01 + 1 = a02;
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01; b01 + 1)! (a01 − 1; b01 + 1) = (a02; b02) if a01 − 1 = a02:
(ii) b01 is odd (b
0
2 is even).
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 +
b01X
j=0
ma1j − b1 − 1 =
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 ;
a02
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01+1 + b2 −
b01X
j=0
ma1j =
a1−1X
i=0
mib01+1
(4)
= m0; b01+1 +
a1−2X
i=0
mib01 :
Thus, ja01 − a02j= jma1−1;b01 − m0; b01+1j61 and 62. Routing:
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01; b01 + 1) = (a02; b02) if a01 = a02;
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01; b01 + 1)! (a01 + 1; b01 + 1) = (a02; b02) if a01 + 1 = a02;
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01 − 1; b01)! (a01 − 1; b01 + 1) = (a02; b02) if a01 − 1 = a02:
2. a1 = a2 − 1 and b1 = b2, i.e., (a1; b1) and (a2; b2) are in dierent rows of G.
Because of denition (1) we know that
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j <b1 + 16
b01X
j=0
ma1j ^
b02−1X
j=0
ma1+1;j < b1 + 16
b02X
j=0
ma1+1;j : (7)
Using (5) we get
b02−1X
j=0
ma1+1;j = ma1+1;0 +
b02−2X
j=0
ma1j ^
b02X
j=0
ma1+1;j = ma1+1;0 +
b02−1X
j=0
ma1j:
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Therefore,
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j <ma1+1;0 +
b02−1X
j=0
ma1j ^ ma1+1;0 +
b02−2X
j=0
ma1j <
b01X
j=0
ma1j:
Since according to (C1) the entries mij of the matrix dier by at most 1, it follows
b02>b
0
1−1 and b01>b02−1. Thus, jb01−b02j61. We distinguish the following three
cases:
(a) b01 = b
0
2, i.e., (a
0
1; b
0
1) and (a
0
2; b
0
2) are in the same column of H .
(i) b01 is even.
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 −
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j;
a02
(2)
=
a1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 −
b01−1X
j=0
ma1+1;j
(5)
=
a1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 − ma1+1;0 −
b01−2X
j=0
ma1j:
We get a02 − a01 = ma1b01 − ma1+1;0 + ma1 ;b01−16dw=w0e+ 1. Thus, 6dw=w0e+ 1.
(ii) b01 is odd.
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 +
b01X
j=0
ma1j − b1 − 1;
a02
(2)
=
a1X
i=0
mib01 +
b01X
j=0
ma1+1;j − b1 − 1
(5)
=
a1X
i=0
mib01 + ma1+1;0 +
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j − b1 − 1:
We get a02 − a01 = ma1b01 + ma1+1;0 − ma1b01 = ma1+1;06dw=w0e.
Thus, 6dw=w0e.
In both cases (i and ii) the edge is routed as follows:
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01 + 1; b01)! (a01 + 2; b01)!    ! (a01 + ; b01) = (a02; b02):
(b) b01 = b
0
2 − 1, i.e., (a01; b01) is in H one column to the left of (a02; b02).
Considering (7) with b01 = b
0
2 − 1 we get
b01X
j=0
ma1+1;j
(5)
= ma1+1;0 +
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j <b1 + 16
b01X
j=0
ma1j:
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Therefore, we have b1 =
Pb01
j=0ma1j − 1 =
Pb01
j=0ma1+1;j.
(i) b01 is even (b
0
2 is odd).
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 −
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j =
a1X
i=0
mib01 − 1;
a02
(2)
=
a1X
i=0
mi;b01+1 +
b01+1X
j=0
ma1+1;j − b1 − 1 =
a1+1X
i=0
mi;b01+1 − 1
(4)
= m0; b01+1 +
a1X
i=0
mib01 − 1:
Thus, a02 − a01 = m0; b01+16dw=w0e and 6dw=w0e+ 1.
(ii) b01 is odd (b
0
2 is even).
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 +
b01X
j=0
ma1j − b1 − 1 =
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 ;
a02
(2)
=
a1X
i=0
mi;b01+1 + b1 −
b01X
j=0
ma1+1;j =
a1X
i=0
mi;b01+1
(4)
= m0; b01+1 +
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 :
Thus, a02 − a01 = m0; b01+16dw=w0e and 6dw=w0e+ 1.
In both cases (i and ii) the edge is routed as follows:
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01; b01 + 1)! (a01 + 1; b01 + 1)! (a01 + 2; b01 + 1)
!    ! (a01 + − 1; b01 + 1) = (a02; b02):
(c) b01 = b
0
2 + 1, i.e., (a
0
1; b
0
1) is H one column to the right of (a
0
2; b
0
2).
Considering (7) with b01 = b
0
2 + 1 we get
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j <b1 + 16
b01−1X
j=0
ma1+1;j
(5)
= ma1+1;0 +
b01−2X
j=0
ma1j:
Therefore, b1 =
Pb01−1
j=0 ma1j =
Pb01−1
j=0 ma1+1;j − 1. Additionally, we get
ma1 ;b01−1 = bw=w0c.
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(i) b01 is even (b
0
2 is odd).
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 + b1 −
b01−1X
j=0
ma1j =
a1−1X
i=0
mib01
(4)
= m0b01 +
a1−2X
i=0
mi;b01−1;
a02
(2)
=
a1X
i=0
mi;b01−1 +
b01−1X
j=0
ma1+1;j − b1 − 1 =
a1X
i=0
mi;b01−1:
Thus, we have a02 − a01 = ma1 ;b01−1 + ma1−1;b01−1 − m0b01 = bw=w0c+ ma1−1;b01−1 −
m0b016dw=w0e. We get 6dw=w0e+ 1.
(ii) b01 is odd (b
0
2 is even).
a01
(2)
=
a1−1X
i=0
mib01 +
b01X
j=0
ma1j − b1 − 1 =
a1X
i=0
mib01 − 1
(4)
= m0b01 +
a1−1X
i=0
mi;b01−1 − 1;
a02
(2)
=
a1X
i=0
mi;b01−1 + b1 −
b01−2X
j=0
ma1+1;j =
a1+1X
i=0
mi;b01−1 − 1:
Thus, a02−a01=ma1+1;b01−1+ma1 ;b01−1−m0b01 =ma1+1;b01−1+bw=w0c−m0b016dw=w0e.
We get 6dw=w0e+ 1.
In both cases (i and ii) the edge is routed as follows:
(a01; b
0
1)! (a01; b01 − 1)! (a01 + 1; b01 − 1)! (a01 + 2; b01 − 1)
!    ! (a01 + − 1; b01 − 1) = (a02; b02):
We have shown above that there is always a shortest path of a length of at most
dw=w0e+1 between the images of nodes that are adjacent in G. Additionally, we have
xed one of these shortest paths to route the corresponding edge in H . Note that some
edges are rst routed by the use of the horizontal edges of H , and then by the use of
the vertical edges of H . However, for some edges the order is vice versa.
First consider the routing of horizontal edges of G. As shown above (see case 1), the
dilation of such edges is at most two. The routing of the horizontal edges is exemplied
in Fig. 14. Obviously, in this example each edge of H is used at most once to route
horizontal edges of G. Apparently, this fact { using the above dened scheme { is true
for arbitrary instances of guests and hosts.
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Fig. 14. Routing of horizontal edges of the guest G=531 in the host H=1213. (a) shows the alignment
of G in H , (b) the routing of the horizontal edges corresponding to the scheme xed above.
Fig. 15. Illustration of the edge-congestion of a vertical edge of H , if we only consider the routing of vertical
edges of G (rst case).
Let us now consider vertical edges of G. In the following we show that each vertical
edge of H is in at most dw=w0e paths, if we only consider the routing of vertical edges
of G. Additionally, each horizontal edge of H is in at most one path, if we only
consider the routing of vertical edges of G.
Let e= f(a0; b0); (a0 + 1; b0)g be an arbitrary vertical edge of H . According to (C1)
there are at most two dierent entries in the embedding matrix, namely bw=w0c and
dw=w0e. First we consider the case that e belongs to a chain, and dw=w0e nodes
of this chain are mapped onto the column b0 of H . Let us assume that  nodes,
066dw=w0e, of these dw=w0e nodes are mapped above (a0; b0) (including (a0; b0)).
Therefore, dw=w0e −  nodes of the dw=w0e nodes are mapped below (a0 + 1; b0). This
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 15.
In the worst case all vertical edges heading downwards and that are incident to the
inverse images of the upper  nodes and all vertical edges heading upwards and that
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Fig. 16. Illustration of the edge-congestion of a vertical edge of H , if we only consider the routing of vertical
edges of G (second case).
are incident to the inverse images of the lower dw=w0e −  nodes are routed via edge
e (see the arcs in Fig. 15). According to the routing scheme xed above, no other
vertical edge of G is routed via e. Therefore, edge e is in at most dw=w0e, if we only
consider the routing of vertical edges.
Let us now consider the case that e belongs to a chain and dw=w0e − 1 nodes of
this chain are mapped onto the column b0 of H (note that in this case it must hold
w 6 0 mod w0). In analogy to the above, we assume that  nodes, 066dw=w0e− 1,
of these dw=w0e − 1 nodes are mapped above (a0; b0) (including (a0; b0)). Therefore,
dw=w0e − 1 −  nodes of the dw=w0e − 1 nodes are mapped below (a0 + 1; b0). The
corresponding scenario is illustrated in Fig. 16.
In analogy to the rst case, at most dw=w0e − 1 vertical edges of G are routed via
edge e (see the arcs that are incident to the dw=w0e−1 nodes in Fig. 16). If we consider
the routing that corresponds to case 2(b), or 2(c) respectively, another vertical edge
of G may be routed via edge e. The corresponding path leaves a node (of the same
chain) that is placed in column b0−1 or b0+1 directly above the considered dw=w0e−1
nodes. Additionally, a horizontal edge of H is included in this path, too. In Fig. 16
we have illustrated the path by dashed lines and an additional arc. According to the
routing scheme xed above, no other vertical edge of G is routed via e. Therefore,
edge e is in at most dw=w0e paths, if we only consider the routing of vertical edges.
What remains to consider is the case that e does not belong to a chain. This case
can be handled in analogy to the two scenarios above. If we only consider the routing
of vertical edges, also in this case at most dw=w0e paths are routed via edge e.
Let us sum up the results: By the use of the above xed routing scheme we get:
Each edge of H is used at most once, if we consider the routing of horizontal edges of
G. Considering the routing of vertical edges of G, each horizontal edge of H is used
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at most once and each vertical edge of H is used at most dw=w0e times. Therefore, the
edge-congestion of horizontal edges is at most two, and the edge-congestion of vertical
edges is at most dw=w0e+ 1.
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